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ANGRY HAMSTER
PUBLISHING
WITCH: FATED SOULS RPG

ARC DREAM PUBLISHING
AFTERLIFE: WANDERING
SOULS RPG
ART FROM PREVIOUS ISSUE

GAME TRADE MAGAZINE #239

9TH LEVEL GAMES

Written by Shane Ivey and illustrated by Kurt
Komoda, The Song of the Sun Queens is a
2nd-level adventure for the Fifth Edition of
the worlds most popular fantasy role-playing
game. The Song of the Sun Queens can be
played in any fantasy world you choose. It
also fits well in the Broken Empire, a world of
ancient mysteries, perils, power, and corruption
featured in the Swords & Sorceries adventure
line by Arc Dream Publishing. Scheduled to
ship in November 2019.
APU 4003......................................... $14.99

ARES GAMES

BATTLESTAR GALACTICA: STARSHIP BATTLES SPACESHIP PACK
Scheduled to ship in December 2019.

THE EXCELLENTS RPG

The all new RPG from the makers of
Kobolds Ate My Baby! ITS TIME TO
PRINCESS UP! You’ve earned a sword!
You’ve won a crown! Now you have
a responsibility to help keep Awesome
World awesome and safe. Are you
PRINCESS enough?! A game about being
Excellent Princesses in an AWESOME
cartoon world. The Excellents is great for
a one session pickup game or for an entire
campaign. This game book has everything
that you need to play except polyhedral
dice and some friends. Includes two ready
to run adventure scripts and five ready
to go Excellent Princesses! And did we
mention these Princesses are in a band?!
Scheduled to ship in November 2019.
9LG 8200...................................$12.99

FAMILIARS OF TERRA RPG

Familiars of Terra is a tabletop roleplay
game set in Terra, a fantasy world in which
every person has an animal familiar. As
a heroic Seeker you travel the lands with
your familiar healing the devastation of a
war which left nations scarred and people
scattered. Be a beacon of hope ushering
in a new era for Terra. Help restore the
land to its former beauty, bond with your
familiar and discover your joined destiny,
become a hero people will sing about
for years to come! Scheduled to ship in
November 2019.
AHP 2002...................................$30.00

APOLLOS VIPER
MK.VII

AGS BSG105C..... $16.90

VIPER MK.VII
(PEGASUS)

AGS BSG105A..... $16.90

VIPER MK.VII
(PEGASUS/VETERAN)

AGS BSG105B..... $16.90

ASMODEE EDITIONS

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

GTM contains articles on gameplay,
previews and reviews, game related
fiction, and self contained games and
game modules, along with solicitation
information on upcoming game and
hobby supply releases.
GTM 239................................ $3.99

Afterlife: Wandering Souls is a macabre
fantasy game set in surreal plane known
as the Tenebris. You take on the role of
a Wanderer - someone who died, but
didn’t end up in Heaven, Hell, or any
other traditional afterlife. Devoid of any
memories of your life on earth, you find
yourself in an endless desert filled with
gateways. Search different planes of
existence for clues of your former life or a semblance of one. Along the way
you’ll encounter strange inhabitants, alien
cultures, and other humans whove lost all
hope and are bent on destroying you.
Scheduled to ship in November 2019.
AHP 3003...................................$37.00

THE SONG OF THE SUN QUEENS (5E)

GAMES

WITCH: Fated Souls is a dark, modern fantasy,
tabletop role playing game that centers around
Fated-witches and warlocks who sold their soul
to a demon in exchange strange new magical
powers in return. Those powers unlocked world
hidden within our own, with its own rules and
governed by an ancient Council. Delve into
strange magic, dark powers, and reclaim your
character’s soul before it is too late. Scheduled to
ship in November 2019.
AHP 1001.............................................. $35.00

A LA CARTE

In A La Carte, players take on the role
of chefs looking to season their dishes,
attain the right heat, and complete
various recipes. Scheduled to ship in
December 2019.
ASM HG101E....................... $39.99
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ANKH’OR

GAMES

Ankh’or takes place in ancient
Egypt where players need to be
savvy in the marketplace and
a skilled builder if they want to
get ahead. Scheduled to ship in
December 2019.
ASM ANK01................... $24.99

IMAGINEERS

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

A board game about engineering amusement rides and roller coasters.
Scheduled to ship in December 2019.
ASM IMA01.............................................................................. $49.99

CAYLUS 1303

The classic worker placement
game is back, in a modern,
streamlined and augmented
version, designed by the
original Caylus development
team! Scheduled to ship in
December 2019.
ASM CAYL01............. $49.99

2019
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In the not-too-distant
future, a new planet,
rich in resources has
just been discovered,
and major corporations
are chomping at the bit
to mine it for profit. The
catch? It is extremely
unstable and could selfdestruct at any moment.
Scheduled to ship in
December 2019.
ASM LIV01......... $69.99

MARVEL: CRISIS PROTOCOL
- BLACK PANTHER AND
KILLMONGER CHARACTER
PACK

CEYLON
NOV

LIVING PLANET

In Ceylon, players take on the role of the pioneers who developed the
Ceylon tea industry.
ASM LDNV01............................................................................ $49.99

King T’Challa is the leader of
Wakanda,
a
technologically
advanced nation that houses
rich deposits of the precious
metal vibranium. A fallen son of
Wakanda, Erik Killmonger desires
to rule Wakanda. Scheduled to ship
in December 2019.
ASM CP07EN.................... $34.95

PARIS: NEW EDEN
MARVEL: CRISIS PROTOCOL
- SHURI AND OKOYE
CHARACTER PACK

Rediscover
the
T.I.M.E.
Stories universe with T.I.M.E.
Stories Revolution, a new
cycle of missions! The game
rules have changed, but
the Agency’s commitment
to preserving humanity and
the space time continuum
certainly hasn’t. 4951 AT:
T.I.M.E. Stories Revolution: A
Midsummer’s Night is the next
scenario in the new Revolution
cycle. Scheduled to ship in
December 2019.
ASM TS12................. $34.99

MARVEL: CRISIS PROTOCOL VENOM CHARACTER PACK

When disgraced reporter Eddie
Brock bonded with an unearthly
symbiote, the pair came together to
form the terrifying antihero Venom.
Scheduled to ship in December 2019.
ASM CP09EN..................... $24.95

TIME STORIES:
REVOLUTION - EXPERIENCE

In Experience, players find out what takes
place between the missions of T.I.M.E.
Stories Revolution. They improve their
agents’ skills, exert influence on upcoming
events, make crucial decisions to protect
the Timeline, spice up their missions, and
crack the secrets of the T.I.M.E. Stories
universe! Scheduled to ship in December
2019.
ASM TS10..................................$24.99

OGRE UNDER

Each player controls a merchant and a donkey who are transporting goods
across an ogre-infested bridge, headed for the market in the city.
ASM OGR01............................................................................. $19.95

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

TIME STORIES:
REVOLUTION - A
MIDSUMMER’S NIGHT

GAMES

Shuri – sister to T’Challa, the Black
Panther – has proven herself a
hero through her innate genius and
fierce dedication to her people. One
of Wakanda’s greatest warriors,
Okoye proudly protects her country’s
king and his family alongside
the Dora Milaje, Wakanda’s elite
royal guard. Scheduled to ship in
December 2019.
ASM CP08EN..................... $39.95

The once bustling city hub
has been hushed to stillness
following an apocalyptic event
and your goal is to forge a
new future. A clever dicedrafting mechanism allows
you to recruit survivors. Over
the span of one year, you will
continue to build your shelter
and overcome the array of
obstacles that you encounter
along the way. At winter’s end,
the player who accumulates
the most victory points will win
the game. The future of Paris is
in your hands! Scheduled to ship in December 2019.
ASM PAR01............................................................................... $59.99
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NEVER BRING A KNIFE

TIME STORIES:
REVOLUTION HADAL PROJECT

GAMES

2099 NT: While a terrifying
virus is devastating the world’s
population, a scientific base
immersed in an oceanic abyss
makes a strange discovery
that could decide the future
of humanity. Conduct an indepth investigation and crack
the secret of the Hadal Project.
Features new, streamlined
rules perfect for new players
and fans of the original
cycle. Scheduled to ship in
December 2019.
ASM TS11................. $34.99

It was the critical moment in the heist of a lifetime when you
found out the gang was compromised. Now it’s undercover
cops and hardened criminals in a desperate shootout…and
no one knows who’s who. As bullets fly, your job is simple
but dangerous as hell: Find out who’s on your team by
figuring out who’s shooting who, keep your head down to
avoid catching a bullet, and don’t tip your hand no matter
what side you’re on. If you love misdirection, fast gameplay,
and modern action movies this is the game for you.
ATG 1450........................................................... $17.95

AVALANCHE PRESS

SECOND WORLD WAR AT SEA:
BISMARK SECOND EDITION

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

WAVELENGTH

Wavelength is a social
guessing game where two
teams compete to read each
other’s minds. Teams take
turns rotating a dial to where
they think a hidden bullseye
is located on a spectrum.
One of the players on your
team - the Psychic - knows
exactly where the bullseye is,
but can only get your team to
guess. After the Psychic gives
their clue, your team discusses
where they think the bullseye
is located and turns the dial to
that location on that spectrum.
The closer to the center of the bullseye you guess, the more points your team
scores! Scheduled to ship in December 2019.
ASM WAV01............................................................................. $39.99

ATLAS GAMES

PANZER GRENADIER:
GROSSDEUTSCHLAND 1944

Faced with overwhelming enemy numbers,
the German Army formed the elite Panzer
Grenadier Division Grossdeutschland to
spearhead counter-attacks. The division’s
actions in Romania during the spring of
1944 are still used as teaching examples
in military academies around the world.
Scheduled to ship in December 2019.
APL 0864....................................$24.99

The Second World War at Sea: Bismarck
Second Edition covers the famous hunt
for Bismarck, the battleship, but also all
of the other German commerce raids into
the Atlantic between the fall of 1939 and
the summer of 1941. Bismarck includes
a large operational map covering the
North Atlantic Ocean, plus 490 playing
pieces and a set of full-color play aids.
Bismarck’s Second Edition comes with the
Second World War at Sea Second Edition
series rules, featuring full-color player
charts and set-up cards. Scheduled to
ship in April 2019.
APL 0054....................................$74.99

SECOND WORLD WAR AT SEA:
CORAL SEA INTRO EDITION

History’s first carrier battle introduced a
new form of warfare, and also introduces
the Second World War at Sea game series.
American carrier pilots turned back the
Japanese attack on Port Moresby in New
Guinea, preventing the invasion of Australia.
Coral Sea covers the Japanese operations
in and around the Coral Sea, the sea, in the
early months of 1942. Scheduled to ship in
December 2019.
APL 0711.......................................... $44.99

BOMBYX

GLOOM OF THRONES

Gloom of Thrones spreads the misery and
suffering of Gloom to the ill-fated land
of dead monarchs, dead knights, dead
brothers, dead sisters, dead heirs, dead
grandmothers, dead chambermaids, and
almost-dead bastards. Plague your family
with horrible mishaps like being Seduced
by a Sibling or Tumbled from a Tower,
while filling the lives of the other noble
NOV families with happy events like weddings
2019 and family reunions. The player with the
lowest-scoring, most tragedy-afflicted
4 family wins!
ATG 1335...................................$24.95

ABYSS: LEVIATHAN EXPANSION
HEDGEHOG HOP

In the Hedgehog Hop, lead your crew
into the most spectacular Grand Finale
and win. Collect Backup Dancers and
make a statement! Every move is a dance
step towards victory but be warned, your
Hedgehogs are enthusiastic but clumsy so
there will be a lot of bumping into each
other. A fabulous filler game, collisions
and set collection make for quick play, but
thoughtful actions.
ATG FB040..................................$12.00

News from the outpost is worrying. The Leviathans, these
terrifying sea monsters, are converging towards the border and
threatening the Kingdom. Will the Allies and the conscripts,
mandated by each of the Guilds, contain them? Exploring is
now dangerous: fighting is not easy, and fleeing can be even
more dangerous but the opportunity is unique to prove your
worth and use this influence to gain access to the throne. In
Abyss: Leviathan, the threat track is replaced by the border
board on which Leviathan cards will be placed. Scheduled to
ship in November 2019.
PJB ABY05..............................................................$25.00

CONSPIRACY: ABYSS UNIVERSE

Conspiracy: Abyss Universe is a card game
set in the world of Abyss. The card deck in
the game consists of cards in five colors, with
twelve of each color and cards numbered
0-6. Some cards feature pearls, and when
you have as many or more pearls as whoever
has the pearl majority card, you take this
card from them. The game ends as soon
as someone finishes their pyramid, then all
players score their points. For each color, you
score points equal to the largest valued card in
your pyramid. Whoever has the highest score wins. Scheduled to ship in November 2019.
PJB 011	��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $20.00

COOLMINIORNOT

GAMES

Contains 11 doors: 5 neutral and 6 colored.
COL ZCS007............................................................................. $14.99

CORVUS BELLI

INFINITY
O-12 DICE SET

CVB 285063...............................$15.49

ARIADNA PAVEL ALEKSEI
MCMANNUS, SPETSGRUPPA C
(OJOTNIK)

CVB 281109-0797.............................. PI

NA2 KIEL-SAAN COVERT
ASSAULT UNIT (MK12)

CVB 280742-0800.............................. PI

PAINT SET - COMBINED ARMY

CVB 70241.................................$32.99

PAINT SET - O-12

BEYOND WILDFIRE
EXPANSION PACK

CVB 70239.................................$32.99

CVB 280028-0798.............................. PI

NA2 DASHAT COMPANY
300 PT. PACK

CVB 280029-0799.............................. PI

YU JING HULANG
SHOCKTROOPERS
(COMBI RIFLE + LIGHT FT)

CVB 281311-0796.............................. PI

CUBICLE 7
THE ONE RING - THE LORD OF
THE RINGS RPG: CORE RULEBOOK
2ND COLLECTOR’S EDITION

The Collector’s Edition of The One Ring - The
Lord of the Rings Roleplaying game comes in
a beautiful slipcase, adorned with a map of
Middle-earth detailed with a spot UV varnish.
The core rules are bound in leather and
emblazoned with The One Ring script picked out
in silver foil-stamped Tengwar. The back cover
features the translated poem, also detailed in
silver foil-stam. It reads: One Ring to rule them
all, One Ring to find them. One Ring to bring
them all, And in the darkness bind them.
CB7 1025...........................................$119.99

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!
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WARHAMMER 40K WRATH & GLORY
RPG: CORE RULEBOOK REVISED HC

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!
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Cicatrix Maledictum, the Great Rift, has torn the
galaxy apart. Time and space have bent and
buckled under the warp storm’s wrath. Daemons
surge into realspace, sowing destruction in
their wake. The Imperium of Man has lost
contact with untold worlds, and stands on the
brink of disaster. This is a game of intrigue
and adventure. This is a game of action and
carnage. This is a game about the struggle to
stop the doomsday clock from striking midnight
for an entire galaxy. This is Wrath & Glory.
CB7 2600...........................................$59.99

DAN KRISS GAMES
SIXPENCE BAKERY

Sixpence Bakery is a fun counting game of
addition and simple strategies for the whole
family! Based on the old children’s rhyme ‘Sing
A Song O’ Sixpence’ from Mother Goose, each
player is a Royal Baker for the King making sure
that each pie has twenty-four blackbirds. The first
player to complete three pies wins! Scheduled to
ship in November 2019.
DAK 0006.............................................. $24.99

WORLD AT WAR #71: FORGOTTEN PACIFIC BATTLES

Forgotten Pacific Battles is a solitaire game using the standard Fire & Movement (F&M)
rules and a series of exclusive rules covering each scenario. There are individual scenarios
for the islands of Engebi, Eniwetok, Parry, Guam, Tinian and Angaur. Each scenario can
be played separately or as part of two different campaign games. Designed as a solitaire
game, the scenarios include instructions for a two player version. Scheduled to ship in
April 2020.
DCG WAW-71	���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $39.99

DAYS OF WONDER

SONGS FROM THE TAVERN CD

Fantasy tavern music for gaming immersion.
Scheduled to ship in November 2019.
DAK 0003016.............................$19.99

TICKET TO RIDE: MAP COLLECTION V7 - JAPAN AND ITALY

TAVERN MASTERS:
DOCKSIDE EXPANSION

Add Rum and Sailors to your tavern, play
new Songs while Ships come in to Port.
Scheduled to ship in November 2019.
DAK 0003017.............................$24.99

TAVERN MASTERS: TAVERN
MENU DECK EXPANSION

Alternate rules & play styles to mix and
match. Scheduled to ship in November 2019.
DAK 0003018.............................$10.99

DECISION GAMES
MODERN WAR #47:
OBJECTIVE NUREMBERG

Objective Nuremberg is the first
volume of what will grow to be
a series of games, the 7 Days to
the Rhine series. Each subsequent
single-volume game will use the
same system and will be playable
alone or mated to other games in
the series, with the eventual goal
NOV
being a mega-monster game
2019
covering the geographic entirety of
this war across the whole East German and Czechoslovakian border areas. Scheduled
6
to ship in April 2020.
DCG MW47	�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $39.99

Zoom across Japan in a bullet train admiring Mount Fuji through the mist
or take the Tokyo subway to your final destination. On this map, you face
a dilemma between investing in the Bullet Train network, routes that can
be used by all players to complete Destination Tickets, or focusing on
your individual tracks. Weigh your options carefully because the players
who contribute the most to this shared project will be rewarded with a
larger bonus, and players who don’t build any Bullet Trains will suffer the
consequences! Scheduled to ship in December 2019.
DOW DO7232.......................................................................... $39.99

ENCODED DESIGNS

THE STREETS OF AVALON

Welcome to The Streets of Avalon. this Fafhrd and
the Gray Mouser- inspired, urban swords-andsorcery city of epic proportions holds adventure,
intrigue, and a darkness that comes from its
denizens, both above and below. Within the book
you’ll find tons of flavor in the form of art, sidebars,
flash fiction, letters, and quotes from the people
who live on the streets of Avalon. The Streets of
Avalon is a setting book compatible with the worlds
most popular roleplaying game. Scheduled to ship
in November 2019.
ENC 056..................................................$24.99

FANTASY FLIGHT GAMES

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!
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ARKHAM HORROR LCG:
A THOUSAND SHAPES OF
HORROR MYTHOS PACK
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Delve into the secrets of The House with
No Name in A Thousand Shapes of
Horror, the second Mythos Pack in The
Dream-Eaters cycle for Arkham Horror:
The Card Game! After half of your team
has seemingly become trapped in the
Dreamlands, you decide to force your
way into the realm in your physical body
instead of traveling there in your sleep.
This method comes with plenty of dangers,
but it will hopefully prevent you from
becoming trapped yourself. Scheduled to
ship in December 2019.
FFG AHC40................................ $14.95

MARVEL CHAMPIONS LCG: CAPTAIN AMERICA GAME MAT

This 24x12 slip-resistant game mat gives you plenty of space for your
hero’s deck, identity card, upgrades, supports, and more while showing off
beautiful art! Scheduled to ship in December 2019.
FFG MS13EN.....................................................................................PI

LEGEND OF THE FIVE RINGS
LCG: SEEKERS OF WISDOM DRAGON CLAN PACK

Walk a new path with Seekers of
Wisdom, a Dragon Clan Pack for
Legend of the Five Rings: The Card
Game! Seekers of Wisdom contains
78 cards (three copies each of 25
different cards and one copy each
of three different cards), designed to
increase the options of the Dragon
Clan and counter their powerful
strategies. In this pack, look for
a new stronghold that synergizes
with the Dragon Clan’s various
Monks, Duelists who find themselves
outnumbered but not outmatched,
and perceptive investigators who
always know what to expect next. Scheduled to ship in December 2019.
FFG L5C25................................................................................ $19.95

THE LORD OF THE RINGS LCG: THE
CITY OF ULFAST ADVENTURE PACK

Continue your adventures in the far eastern
portions of Middle-earth with The City of
Ulfast, the second Adventure Pack in the
Vengeance of Mordor cycle for The Lord of
the Rings: The Card Game! This 60-card
pack contains an entirely new scenario
that sees players infiltrating the Easterling
city of Ulfast in search of information on
the dastardly Thane Ulchor. Scheduled to
ship in December 2019.
FFG MEC79................................ $14.95

MARVEL CHAMPIONS LCG:
CAPTAIN AMERICA HERO PACK

Join the fight for freedom with the Captain
America Hero Pack for Marvel Champions:
The Card Game! With his iconic shield
made of pure vibranium, Captain America
can lead the charge against even the most
fearsome of foes, inspiring those around
him with legendary valor. Like all Hero
Packs, the Captain America Hero Pack
includes a fully-playable deck right out of
the box that includes fifteen Hero cards,
seventeen cards from the Leadership
aspect, and eight neutral cards. Scheduled
to ship in December 2019.
FFG MC04EN............................. $14.95
© 2019 Marvel

STAR WARS
IMPERIAL
ASSAULT: RAID
MAP - THE GRAY
CAP CANTINA

The Gray Cap Cantina
Game Mat is a 3x3
slip-resistant mat that
gives you everything
you need to tackle the
Gray Cap Cantina Raid
in the Legends of the
Alliance app for Star
Wars: Imperial Assault!
Scheduled to ship in
December 2019.
FFG SWI64.............PI

FIRELOCK GAMES

BLOOD & PLUNDER

Scheduled to ship in December 2019.

TILED HOUSE

FGD 0104........................................... PI

GAMES

FARMED FIELD

FGD 0102........................................... PI
© & ™ Lucasfilm, Ltd.

STAR WARS: LEGION - CRASHED ESCAPE POD
BATTLEFIELD EXPANSION

VILLAGE BUNDLE

FGD 0106........................................... PI

PALLISADE FORT

FGD 0101........................................... PI

FREE LEAGUE
PUBLISHING

PIKEMAN UNIT

FGD 0100........................................... PI

You don’t get paid enough to deal with
monsters. But hold your breath, count to
three, and play your cards right with this one,
and you just might walk away very rich. Oh,
who am I kidding? You’re all going to die.
Chariot of the Gods is a complete Cinematic
Scenario for the ALIEN Roleplaying Game
written by sci-fi novelist Andrew E.C. Gaska.
Scheduled to ship in December 2019.
FLF ALE009.................................$19.99

© & ™ Lucasfilm, Ltd.

STAR WARS X-WING: 2ND EDITION - DAMAGE DECK

With these X-Wing Damage Decks, you can personalize the look of your
squadron by replacing this deck with one that matches the colors of your
chosen faction. Each deck contains a complete set of 33 illustrated damage
cards that correspond to those in the standard damage deck. While the
text of these cards might match, their graphic design makes it clear that
your squadron belongs to a particular faction. In addition, the cards
themselves clearly pinpoint the damaged portion of your ship in Aurebesh
on a diagnostic display of one of your faction’s starfighters. Scheduled to
ship in December 2019.
FIRST ORDER FFG SWZ76	����������������������������������������������������������� $4.95
GALACTIC EMPIRE FFG SWZ73	��������������������������������������������������� $4.95
GALACTIC REPUBLIC FFG SWZ77	������������������������������������������������ $4.95
REBEL ALLIANCE FFG SWZ72	������������������������������������������������������ $4.95
RESISTANCE FFG SWZ75	������������������������������������������������������������ $4.95
SCUM AND VILLAINY FFG SWZ74	���������������������������������������������� $4.95
SEPARATIST ALLIANCE FFG SWZ78	��������������������������������������������� $4.95

ALIEN RPG: CHARIOT OF THE
GODS ADVENTURE

SQUARE HOUSE

GALE FORCE NINE

FGD 0105........................................... PI

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS RPG:
BALDUR’S GATE - DESCENT INTO
AVERNUS - AVERNUS MAP
THATCHED HOUSE

FGD 0103........................................... PI

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

R2-D2 and C-3PO set the classic Star Wars trilogy into motion when they
crash landed on Tatooine, and you can play out the early stages of their
desperate mission with the Crashed Escape Pod Battlefield Expansion for
Star Wars: Legion! This expansion contains one finely sculpted crashed
escape pod miniature, one C-3PO miniature, and one R2-D2 miniature,
along with new battle, unit, upgrade, and command cards. The crashed
escape pod miniature can be used as a terrain piece to enhance your
battlefield or fought over as part of two unique scenarios using the battle
cards. Scheduled to ship in December 2019.
FFG SWL43............................................................................... $39.95

GF9’s Official Dungeons & Dragons
Decent into Avernus Avernus Map has
a high-quality vinyl surface, ideal for NOV
2019
tracking the progress of your adventures
during the campaign. Scheduled to ship in
9
October 2019.
GF9 72793......................................... PI

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS RPG:
BALDUR’S GATE - DESCENT INTO
AVERNUS - BALDUR’S GATE MAP

DUNGEON FANTASY RPG:
THE CITADEL AT NORDVORN

The Citadel at Norvorn is a setting for Steve
Jackson Games’ Dungeon Fantasy RPG. It
consists of three major settlements, many small
villages, at one ruin, and two primary sources
of conflict: The Hunted Lands to the northwest
of The Palisade, and the Endalaus Forest, to
the north and east of Audreyn’s Wall. Return
to Norlond, a Viking-flavored world with
its own history, culture, and expectations.
Visit as an outsider, or fresh from a victory
rediscovering the Hall of Judgment. Scheduled
to ship in November 2019.
GBL 0007S..................................... $24.99

GF9’s Official Dungeons & Dragons
Decent into Avernus Baldur’s Gate Map
has a high-quality vinyl surface, ideal for
tracking the progress of your adventures
during the campaign. Scheduled to ship in
November 2019.
GF9 72792	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������PI

GAMING BALLISTIC

GAMES

GALLANT
KNIGHT GAMES

GMT GAMES
TWILIGHT STRUGGLE:
TURN ZERO EXPANSION
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A mash-up of the Old West and the
Old Norse, Sagas & Six-Guns is
what happens when Beowulf takes on
Grendel with a pair of six-shooters and
his trusty axe. Your heroes will battle
everything from cattle rustlers and train
robbers, to trolls and maybe even a
dragon. You can be anything from a
mundane pistolero or gunmaiden, to
a runecasting seer, to a Valkyrie cut
off from Asgard. Scheduled to ship in
November 2019.
GAL RBG001...............................$24.99

DUNGEON FANTASY RPG:
FANTASTIC DUNGEON GRAPPLING

Eight pages of grappling the way it should
be: fast, fun, and well-integrated with the
Dungeon Fantasy RPG mechanics. Fantastic
Dungeon Grappling introduces the control
damage type first seen in GURPS Martial
Arts: Technical Grappling, but refined and
simplified after years of play in multiple
systems. These rules cover everything you
need to make grappling awesome, simple,
and effective... including grappling traps
and magic spells. Scheduled to ship in
November 2019.
GBL 0009S....................................$6.99

For those of you who’d like to expand your
Twilight Struggle experience, add Twilight
Struggle Turn Zero and Promo Packs expansion.
These were initially only offered to backers of
the Kickstarter campaign. Based on customer
requests, these expansions are going to be
recreated, and will be identical to the Kickstarter
packs in every way, except that thewe will be
printed with card backs in the standard style of
the Twilight Struggle Deluxe Edition card backs.
These can simply be dropped into your existing
decks. Scheduled to ship in October 2019.
GMT 1915......................................... $20.00

GOODMAN GAMES

CTHULHU ALPHABET

DUNGEON FANTASY RPG: HALL
OF JUDGMENT SECOND EDITION
TINY D6: TINY SUPERS

Featuring the near-future comic-inspired
GallantVerse (Gallant Knight Games
first default TinyD6 setting!), as well as
standalone micro-verses, Tiny Supers
provides you with a toolbox approach
and framework to create exciting and
easy to run superhero stories at your
table! So grab some dice, some pencils,
some friends, and get ready for some
minimalist,
straight-forward,
superheroic roleplaying! Scheduled to ship in
November 2019.
GAL 035.....................................$29.99

Hall of Judgment is part of the Norlond
family of adventures for Steve Jackson
Games’ Dungeon Fantasy RPG Boxed
Set. It is designed to evoke the feeling of
a nordic/viking culture without exactly
invoking Norse myth and legend. It
features non-linear adventuring for 4-6
250-point characters. Explore a Vikingflavored world trekking through cold,
harsh mountains, facing dangerous
faerie, and searching for a lost holy
place, and the priceless relics within.
Easily portable and usable with any
GURPS Fantasy campaign! Scheduled to
ship in November 2019.
GBL 0008S..................................$27.99

A is for Angles, B is for Books and C is for Cultists. Game masters of any rule system
will find twisted inspiration for creating madness-inducing game ingenuity from ancient,
underground worlds. This tome contains haunting text and cleverly authored random
tables to help you create necronomic stories of forbidden traits, dangerous powers, and
lore transcribed from the ravings of madmen. Beware the fear-provoking illustrations by
artists in the thrall of the elder gods that will haunt your dreams. This grimoire is compatible
with all fantasy and horror role playing games. Scheduled to ship in November 2019.
REGULAR EDITION GMG 4387	���������������������������������������������������������������������� $24.99
BRONZE FOIL GMG 4387M	��������������������������������������������������������������������������� $34.99
CERULEAN FOIL GMG 4387P	������������������������������������������������������������������������� $34.99
LEATHER GMG 4387L	���������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $100.00

GREEN COUCH GAMES
INTO THE BLACK FOREST

Filled with magic and mystery, Germany’s
Black Forest is a place of legend serving as the
backdrop for the classic tales we’ve all come to
adore. Darkness and danger lurk around every
corner, but those who dare to enter the forest and
face challenging encounters with creativity and
cunning will come out on the other side enriched
for having taken the journey... into the Black
Forest! Into the Black Forest is a new classic card
game that provides a challenging puzzle of hand
management, planning, and tactical decisions.
Fans of trick-taking, area control, and light
bluffing will love taking a journey into the Black
Forest! Scheduled to ship in December 2019.
GCG 012............................................. $20.00

GUN METAL GAMES

INTERFACE ZERO (STARFINDER)

Dubbed Interface Zero by those who
created it, the Tendril Access Processor or
TAP downloads the Global DataNet and
Hyper Reality directly into the minds of
billions of users across the solar system,
bringing the world an unparalleled level
of interconnectivity, and danger. Malware
plagues the Deep, and hackers manipulate
the Tendril Access Processor to upload
malicious virii, steal secrets, and even the
identities of the unwary. This is the world
in 2090, omae; lets hope you survive it.
Scheduled to ship in November 2019.
GML IZ001..................................$39.99

You two have nothing in common. How will
you navigate a relationship that is doomed
from the start? This is Fog of Love’s most
challenging story yet. And it adds 24 new
feature cards to the base game to bring
new flavor to your characters. Scheduled
to ship in December 2019.
HHP 0002...................................$15.00

FOG OF LOVE:
PARANORMAL ROMANCE

A powerful, cinematic love story that
will leave a lasting impression and echo
through future plays of the game. It also
comes with 24 new occupation cards that
you can use in any story. Scheduled to ship
in December 2019.
HHP 0003...................................$15.00

FOG OF LOVE

In Fog of Love, players will create and
play two vivid characters who meet,
fall in love and face the challenge
of making the relationship work.
They play through cute, awkward or
dramatic scenes - from buying flowers
and taking that first trip to IKEA to
meeting the parents and facing threats
of infidelity. Players can work together
to create a harmonious relationship, or
they can secretly decide to break each
other’s hearts. As the story plays out,
they make choices to either stay true to
themselves or act selflessly for the sake
of the relationship. Scheduled to ship
in November 2019.
MALE / FEMALE COVER
HHP 0000............................. $50.00
FEMALE COVER
HHP 0007............................. $50.00
MALE COVER
HHP 0008............................. $50.00
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HUSH HUSH PROJECTS

GAMES

FOG OF LOVE:
IT WILL NEVER LAST

FOG OF LOVE: TROUBLE
WITH THE IN-LAWS

Your parents have arrived! And they’ve
brought their opinions… Can you juggle
keeping them happy, as well as your
partner? It’s a completely new way to play
the game, that makes for even funnier,
more relatable stories. Scheduled to ship
in December 2019.
HHP 0004...................................$15.00
NOV
2019
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JASCO GAMES
IELLO

KOBOLD PRESS

OFFERED AGAIN

THE BIG BOOK OF MADNESS: THE VTH ELEMENT

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!
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The Big Book of Madness: The Vth Element is an expansion for
The Big Book of Madness base game. Your goal remains the
same: you must close the book before succumbing to madness.
But will you be able to handle the new Dark Matter and Phobias?
IEL 51372.....................................................................$19.99

INSIDE UP GAMES
SUMMIT: TEAMS EXPANSION

The Teams Expansion will allow players to enjoy Summit in either
the competitive or cooperative mode while working alongside
a teammate. No longer a straight take-that or survival game,
players will have to plan and work together to make sure their
flag remains planted at the Summit, and at least one climber lives
to tell the tale. With new player boards, cards (Item, Event and
Karma), and square climbing ladder tiles, the Teams expansion
will definitely add more depth of strategy, player interaction
and exciting stories you will never forget. Scheduled to ship in
November 2019.
IUG 005......................................................................$25.00

O/A BUFFY THE VAMPIRE SLAYER

Into every generation a slayer is born: One
girl in all the world, a chosen one. She
alone will wield the strength and skill to
fight the vampires, demons, and the forces
of darkness; to stop the spread of their
evil and the swell of their number. She is
the Slayer. Help Buffy the Vampire Slayer
protect Sunnydale from the forces of evil in
this fully cooperative board game.
JAS BUFF01.................................$39.99

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS RPG:
TOME OF BEASTS
(POCKET EDITION)

All the power and originality of the 400+
Tome of Beasts monsters in a handy travel
size! This full-color softcover volume
includes all updates and errata of the
bestselling Tome of Beasts.
PZO KOBTOBPE..........................$21.99

KONAMI DIGITAL
ENTERTAINMENT

YU-GI-OH! TCG:
ASH BLOSSOM

IRONGAMES

O/A BUFFY THE VAMPIRE SLAYER:
FRIENDS AND FRENEMIES

PANDORIA:
ARTIFACTS EXPANSION
PACT

By recruiting and playing goblins in Pact,
you try to fulfill the tasks as quickly and
effectively as possible. You fulfill the tasks
alone or together with one of your two
neighbors. Therefore, you get a reward
while both of you scores at the end of
the game. At the end of the year, when
winter comes, the fruits of your labor will
be visible and the balance of power will be
decided. Thematically Pact is a sequel of
Pandoria after the goblins have expelled
the remains of the five Realms and now
have settled the Hiddenlands on their own.
Scheduled to ship in December 2019.
IRG 22........................................$24.99

As the five realms grow and thrive,
you discover the remains of an ancient
race that once inhabited Pandoria. The
ancient artifacts left behind can be
reassembled as magical relics to earn
further glory for your realm! Pandoria
Artifacts includes new terrain tiles with
the same terrain on both spots and
artifacts that players can collect and
trade for valuable relics. Once a region
with artifacts in it is closed, the player
who did so gains all artifacts. Players
can also build mountain castles that
block an exit path. Scheduled to ship in
November 2019.
IRG 20........................................$24.99

Add this expansion to your copy of Buffy
The Vampire Slayer: The Board Game, to
face off against two new Big Bads, and the
Initiatives soldiers with help from six new
playable characters!
JAS BUFF02.................................$29.99

JUNK SPIRIT GAMES

9-POCKET PORTFOLIO

Each Ash Blossom Portfolio includes
10-pages with 9 pockets per page,
allowing you to display up to a total of
180 cards! NOTE: This item is sold to
retailers in full displays. Please contact
your retailer for availability.
KON 84681..................................$9.99

BATTLE OF THE BARDS

PANDORIA: REALMS EXPANSION

The Spirits of the Ancients who once inhabited Pandoria have been awakened. One ship
of Goblins who crashed while pursuing the Five Realms must now coexist with the other
realms in this new land. And finally the Fairies, which are gifted with higher powers, who
NOV
2019 live in forests, in rock caves, at springs or waters. Each player can choose one of these
new realms instead of one of the original Five Realms. Each realm adds a new special
power that changes the tactics for the player who controls them - and those of the players
14
who must compete with them! Scheduled to ship in November 2019.
IRG 21	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ $9.99

Battle of the Bards is a dice-rolling card
game with aspects of deck-building
set in the fantasy world of Tessandor.
Players create performances, recruit
bards, and work with their roadies to
capture audiences in a race to become
the best bard troupe. Scheduled to ship in
November 2019.
JSG 04........................................$39.99

CARD CASE

Each Card Case can fit a full Main, Side,
and Extra Deck for a total of 70 sleeved
cards. It also includes a divider featuring
a matching design. NOTE: This item is sold
to retailers in full displays. Please contact
your retailer for availability.
KON 84683..................................$4.99

GAME MAT

GAMES

This full-sized, rubber Game Mat
is the same size as Game Mats
used as prizing in various Konami
sanctioned events, so it is perfect
to Duel your way to the top.
NOTE: This item is sold to retailers
in full displays. Please contact
your retailer for availability.
KON 84685	�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $14.99

LEGENDARY PLANET:
DEAD VAULT DESCENT

SLEEVES PACK (50)

With alternate artwork released for the first time in Duel
Devastator, you can celebrate the cherry blossom bloom
of this joyous Spring early with the Ash Blossom Card
Sleeves! NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in full displays.
Please contact your retailer for availability.
KON 84679........................................................ $3.99

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

LEGENDARY GAMES

Dead Vault Descent is an adventure for
8th to 10th level characters using the
5th Edition of the world’s most famous
roleplaying game. The latest chapter in
the amazing Legendary Planet Adventure
Path, a spectacular sword-and-planet
saga from Legendary Games blending
sci-fi and fantasy, magic and machine
with an exciting pulp sensibility and style.
Scheduled to ship in November 2019.
5E
LGP 205LP055E...........................$24.99
STARFINDER
LGP 205LP05SF...........................$24.99

THE MURMURING FOUNTAIN
(PATHFINDER SECOND EDITION)

The Murmuring Fountain is a Pathfinder
Second Edition adventure for 1st-level
characters. It can be played on its own or
in combination with The Fiddler’s Lament
to form a terrifying twosome of creepy
adventures to introduce an element of
horror in your campaign. Grab this 24page adventure today and Make Your
Game Legendary! Scheduled to ship in
November 2019.
LGP 003CC03PF2........................$11.99

STAR BATTLES (STARFINDER)

THE HORSESHOE CALAMITY
(PATHFINDER SECOND EDITION)

On the frozen frontier far from civilization,
a recently disturbed shrine to an evil
god has brought chaos and conflict to a
community of centaurs and humans. The
humans blame the centaurs greed for the
plague of undead, and the centaurs seek
a powerful magic item starting with a
single horseshoe to put the threat to rest.
Will the spirit of chaos bring all-out war
or can both sides face down an ancient
menace that threatens to destroy them
all? The Horseshoe Calamity is a 7th-level
adventure for the brand-new Pathfinder
Second Edition that can be played on its
own or as a snowy side-trek to a larger
winter-themed campaign, including new
monsters, new magic items, and more!
Scheduled to ship in November 2019.
LGP 344WW05PF2.....................$11.99

LEGENDARY PLANET: BEGINNINGS
- A FEAST OF FLAVOR (5E)

A Feast of Flavor includes a variety
of encounters to keep the adventurers
engaged and thinking on their feet.
Whether you end up skipping rocks with
the Goblins or deciphering the mystery
of Bakewell Tart, this book will have you
thinking, laughing, and perhaps even
make you a little hungry. The Legendary
Beginnings product line from Legendary
Games is designed to creating exciting
adventures suitable for all ages, but
specially designed for those new to
roleplaying and those on the younger side.
Scheduled to ship in November 2019.
LGP 325LB075E...........................$16.99

Conduct planet-side sieges and infiltration,
bombardment and blockade, using the troop
template to create your own armies to work
alongside your heroes in standard Starfinder
play or integrate with the best-selling Star
Empires expansion from Legendary Games.
Spaceship enthusiasts can connect the planetary
action with star-spanning space fleets as well
with layered mass combat rules, or can simply
use this book as a huge cyclopedia of new ship
options, including armor upgrades, new weapon
properties, security and sensors, expansion bays,
damage control, defensive countermeasures,
hull types, crew rules and actions, ship stunts, and so much more! Scheduled to ship in
November 2019.
LGP 386SE03SF	��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $24.99

MAX PROTECTION

DOUBLE MATTE
PREMIUM SLEEVES (50)
Scheduled to ship in December 2019.

LEGENDARY PLANET: CONFEDERATES
OF THE SHATTERED ZONE

Confederates of the Shattered Zone is an adventure
for 11th to 14th level characters using the 5th
Edition rules for the worlds most famous roleplaying
game. The latest chapter in the amazing Legendary
Planet Adventure Path, a spectacular sword-andplanet saga from Legendary Games blending sci-fi
and fantasy, magic and machine with an exciting
NOV pulp sensibility and style. Scheduled to ship in
2019
November 2019.
5E LGP 206LP065E............................... $24.99
16 STARFINDER LGP 206LP06SF................. $24.99

COMING FOR YOUR
NUTS! SQUIRREL

MAX 7070LASQ............ PI

FIGHTING DRAGONS/
RED BLUE DRAKES
MAX 7070LFDR............. PI

UNDEFEATED!

MAX 7070LWRZ............ PI

PLAY MAT

OFFERED AGAIN

Scheduled to ship in December 2019.

FIGHTING DRAGONS/
RED BLUE DRAKES

MAX 8010MFDR................................. PI

O/A FULL MOON

BLUE (VELVET)

MET 542.....................................$19.99

PURPLE (VELVET)

MET 547.....................................$19.99

GAMES

METALLIC DICE
COMPANY

MAX 7070LWWF................................ PI

16MM RESIN FLASH
DICE POLY SETS (7)

BLUE

MET 682.....................................$13.99

GREEN (VELVET)

MET 545.....................................$19.99

RED (VELVET)

MET 541.....................................$19.99

O/A END OF THINGS

MAX 7070LEOT................................... PI
MET 680.....................................$13.99

PINK

MET 684.....................................$13.99

WATERCOLOR RAINBOW (VELVET)

MET 548	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $19.99

O/A REAP IT

MAX 7070LLOT................................... PI

MIDEVIL LORDS

PURPLE

MET 683.....................................$13.99

SHAKE UP

The IT company is staring Chapter 11 in the face. Its
cost of operations is too high, its revenue too low.
In a last ditch attempt, it is looking to hire a top tier
business consultant to turn this around. Alas, there
are many such persons claiming to be the best. To
filter mere noise from the elite, the company has
called upon the consultants with the most potential
to share their business proposals - You are one such.
Shake Up sits in a very rare tabletop genre - Reverse
Deck-building or also known as a Deck Destruction
game. Scheduled to ship in November 2019.
MVL 008...................................................$20.00

RED

MET 681.....................................$13.99

TEAL

MET 685.....................................$13.99

O/A THIRST

MAX 7070LVTH................................... PI

FOLD UP
DICE TOWERS

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

CLEAR/LIGHT BLUE NUMBERS

SHAKE UP: EXPANSION

O/A USA FLAG

MAX 7070LUSA.................................. PI

Expansion set for Shake Up. Adds new cards
and a new type of cards known as Technology
cards. Adds a ton of extra stuff for the base
game, increasing replayability by at least
five times more with new staff, new card type
known as Technology Card, new Loan value
and a new way of attaining victory. Scheduled
to ship in November 2019.
MVL 008A......................................... $14.00

BLACK (LEATHER)

MET 543.....................................$19.99

NOV
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MONSTER FIGHT CLUB
VOLLEYBALL HIGH
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A high adrenaline sports game between two
teams of six, with specialized members and
unique signature moves. Volleyball High is the
second in a series of sports titles by Medieval
Lords. The mechanisms and gameplay are
completely different though. Heavily inspired
by the Japanese anime Haikyu, one can expect
unique school teams known for various specialties
and powerful individuals with their own signature
moves. Scheduled to ship in November 2019.
MVL 009...............................................$25.00

MONGOOSE PUBLISHING

TRAVELLER RPG: REACH
ADVENTURE 6 - EXODUS

The Travellers are hired to transport
hundreds of freed human slaves from a
former world of the Glorious Empire to
sanctuary. A beneficent Aslan clan lord
has lent them a ship for the job. There
is just one catch they must go no farther
than six parsecs. To make matters worse,
they are being hunted by forces who
desperately want to prevent them from
reaching their goal. With a vulnerable and
poorly armed ship, the Travellers must use
their wits to deliver the refugees to safety.
Success could trigger a mass exodus of
humans from Aslan space. Failure might
spell their doom. Scheduled to ship in
November 2019.
MGP 40022................................$19.99

TRAVELLER RPG:
BEHIND THE CLAW
SEA OF THIEVES RPG

Find your inner pirate in the Sea of
Thieves Roleplaying Game. Using
the new Avast system for quick and
easy play, you will race other pirates
to buried treasure, fight skeleton
captains on tropical islands, engage in
contracts for the Gold Hoarders, Order
of Souls and Merchant Alliance, and
brave the Megaldon and Kraken as
they rise up from the depths to thwart
your enterprises. Scheduled to ship in
November 2019.
MGP 60000.......................... $79.99

TRAVELLER RPG:
NAVAL ADVENTURE 2 SHOWING THE SUNBURST

The more dice a pirate has, the more
legendary he may become! This set
includes twenty extra Legendary Dice,
more than enough for even the most salty
and experienced band of pirates. Each
of the Legendary Dice is custom-cast with
the faces you need in the Sea of Thieves
NOV Roleplaying Game, Treasure Chests,
2019 Coins, Bones, and Skull-n-Crossbones.
Scheduled to ship in November 2019.
18 MGP 60001................................$24.99

Do you have what it takes to be the
mayor of Tentacle Town? Manage
resources, build homes for the
residents, and put them to work, all
while fending off attacks by giant
tentacles! Tentacle Town is easy to
learn and fun for the entire family,
with enough option Rules and Random
Task Cards to keep the game fresh
and full of new twists for even the
most seasonsed boardgamers. Quick,
Dynamic and Fun! Tentacle Town is
sure to hit your table again and again.
Scheduled to ship in December 2019.
MFC G001............................ $49.99

PAIZO PUBLISHING

Behind the Claw presents two complete
sectors of Imperial space; Deneb and the
Spinward Marches. Far from the Imperial
Core, fortune awaits the bold and disaster
lurks for the unwary Traveller. Includes a
huge double-sided poster map of both the
Spinward Marches and Deneb sectors.
Scheduled to ship in November 2019.
MGP 40025................................$49.99

PATHFINDER RPG:
ADVANCED GM SCREEN (P2)

SEA OF THIEVES RPG:
LEGENDARY DICE PACK

TENTACLE TOWN

Taking command of a warship assigned
to the troubled Jewell-Vilis naval station,
the Travellers are sent on what looks like a
simple flag-showing mission. All they have
to do is visit a few worlds, remind friend and
foe alike that the navy is around, and give
assistance to Imperial diplomats operating
in the region. There is, however, a sealed
section in their orders to be opened after
their ship leaves port. Ordered to quietly
locate misappropriated Imperial ships, the
Travellers are immediately plunged into
the murky politics of the region. Weighty
decisions are made under the sunburst
banner, and a mistake could move a
tense situation another step towards war.
Scheduled to ship in November 2019.
MGP 40021................................$19.99

This four-panel horizontal screen has
a lavish illustration on one side and a
wealth of useful charts and tables on
the other, referencing a number of the
advanced rules systems first presented
in the Pathfinder Gamemastery Guide.
Scheduled to ship in January 2020.
PZO 2208...................................$19.99

PATHFINDER RPG: ADVENTURE
PATH - EXTINCTION CURSE PART 1
- THE SHOW MUST GO ON (P2)

The Circus of Wayward Wonders has
just arrived in the remote town of
Abberton, and the player characters are
the stars of the show! Scheduled to ship in
January 2020.
PZO 90151.................................$24.99

PATHFINDER RPG:
BESTIARY BATTLE
CARDS (P2)

Keep the creatures of the
Pathfinder Bestiary close at hand
with this box-bursting collection
of 450 reference cards featuring
every monster from the core
Pathfinder monster reference!
Each 5x8 card is printed on sturdy
cardstock and features a beautiful,
fullcolor image of a Bestiary monster on one side, while the other side provides that
monsters statistics for quick and easy reference. Scheduled to ship in November 2019.
PZO 2210	����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $59.99

GAMES
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PATHFINDER RPG: FLIP-MAT CASTLES MULTI-PACK

This set’s four sides each feature a different
castle, keep, or other fortification.
Whether youre looking for a lonely
mountainside keep, a shining castle to
serve as home for a group of paladins, a
dingy fort on the edge of wilderness, or a
bastion within some great city, youll find
a suitable map in this pack. Scheduled to
ship in January 2020.
PZO 30104.................................$24.99

2019
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This deluxe special edition is bound in faux
leather with metallic deboss cover elements
and a bound-in ribbon bookmark.
Scheduled to ship in January 2020.
PZO 2103-SE..............................$69.99

STARFINDER RPG: ADVENTURE
PATH - ATTACK OF THE SWARM! 6
- THE GOD-HOST ASCENDS

The heroes have sent the Swarm into
disarray, but the entity called the God-Host
still stands on the verge of completing its
plans. Scheduled to ship in January 2020.
PZO 7224...................................$22.99

STARFINDER RPG:
FLIP-MAT - DEAD WORLD

This double-sided map features the
inhospitable surface of a planet inhabited
by the undead on one side and the
shattered structures of a ruined city on the
other. Scheduled to ship in January 2020.
PZO 7317...................................$14.99

PHALANX

NANTY NARKING: CARD HOLDERS
NANTY NARKING: CANVAS MAT

PATHFINDER RPG: LOST
OMENS GODS AND MAGIC
HARDCOVER (P2)
PATHFINDER RPG: FLIP-MAT THE RUSTY DRAGON INN

Pathfinder Flip-Mat: The Rusty Dragon Inn
features one of Pathfinder’s most famous
taverns - Sandpoint’s own Rusty Dragon
Inn! Scheduled to ship in November 2019.
PZO 30103.................................$14.99

No fantasy setting is complete without
a pantheon of powerful deities for its
characters to worship or fear. Scheduled
to ship in January 2020.
PZO 9303...................................$34.99

A double-sided 99x66cm playmat made of
synthetic canvas. A finely rollable alternative
to the standard cardboard board. The city
center of London has never looked more
tempting to experience Nanty Narking.
Scheduled to ship in December 2019.
AGS PHGA051...........................$52.95

A set of 4 wooden card holders, printed
in player’s colors. Each card holder can
store up to 5 sleeved game cards. A handy
gadget allowing your hands to scratch
your sideburns contemplatively, while
coming up with a devious plan to get rid
of opponents’ agents. Scheduled to ship in
December 2019.
AGS PHGA053...........................$23.95

NANTY NARKING:
VICTORIAN METAL COINS

A beautifully crafted set of 50 coins: 20
crowns and 30 shillings, based on the real
Victorian era bullion coins. An exquisite and
precious accessory and an exceptionally
convincing add-on to make the game
even more precious! Scheduled to ship in
December 2019.
AGS PHGA052	��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $26.95

PRIVATEER PRESS

MONSTERPOCALYPSE
Scheduled to ship in December 2019.

PATHFINDER RPG: PAWNS BESTIARY BOX (P2)

PATHFINDER RPG:
GAMEMASTERY GUIDE
HARDCOVER (P2)

NOV

PATHFINDER RPG: GAMEMASTERY
GUIDE HARDCOVER (SPECIAL
EDITION) (P2)

This 256-page Pathfinder Second
Edition rulebook contains a wealth
of new information, tools, and
rules systems to add to your game.
Scheduled to ship in January 2020.
PZO 2103............................. $49.99

MARTIAN MENACE REAPERS &
HARVESTER UNITS (RESIN AND
WHITE METAL)

PIP 51076........................................... PI

The ferocious foes of the Pathfinder
Bestiary come alive on your tabletop
with this collection of more than
375 creature pawns for use with the
Pathfinder Roleplaying Game or any
tabletop fantasy RPG! Scheduled to ship
in November 2019.
PZO 1036...................................$49.99

MARTIAN MENACE THARSIS-5 MONSTER
(RESIN AND WHITE METAL)

PIP 51075............................................................... PI

JADE FIRE WARRIOR

RPR 44095....................................$3.49

KERYX, CYBORG ASSASSIN

RPR 49019....................................$3.49

OVERLORD CAVALRY

RPR 44092....................................$4.99

SLADE, CYBORG HERO

RPR 49018....................................$3.49

TERRASAURS BELLOWERS &
PTERADACTIX UNITS
(RESIN AND WHITE METAL)

PIP 51077........................................... PI

MASTER GURGLEPOX SPECIALIST
(RESIN AND WHITE METAL)

PIP 63014........................................... PI

MERCENARIES ORDER OF
ILLUMINATION GLYN
CORMIER, ILLUMINATED ONE
SOLO (WHITE METAL)

TESS, ADVENTURING HEROINE

RPR 49020....................................$3.49

GAMES

PIP 41169...................................$15.99

BONES MONTHLY ASSORTMENT
PACKAGE NOVEMBER 2019
TERRASAURS
PTERADAX MONSTER
(RESIN AND WHITE METAL)

PIP 51074........................................... PI

Scheduled to ship in December 2019.
AMETHYST ROSE
PIP 93211.....................................$4.00
ASHETH GREY
PIP 93130.....................................$4.00
BAD BRUISE
PIP 93142.....................................$4.00
MAGE HUNTER GREEN
PIP 93126.....................................$4.00
MUDDY WASH
PIP 93163.....................................$4.00
ORGOTH BRONZE
PIP 93171.....................................$4.00

RIOT QUEST

Scheduled to ship in December 2019.

TREASURE PACK &
FLUGWUG THE FILCHER
TREASURE CHEST EXPANSION
(RESIN AND WHITE METAL)

PIP 63016........................................... PI

DARK HEAVEN

Scheduled to ship in November 2019.

MERCENARIES ORDER OF
ILLUMINATION MORROWAN
BATTLE PRIEST WEAPON
ATTACHMENT (WHITE METAL)

PIP 41168...................................$15.99

REAPER MINIATURES

BONES BLACK

Scheduled to ship in November 2019.

RPR 77483....................................$9.99

BONES HILL GIANT
LOWLAND WARRIOR

INFERNALS GREAT PRINCESS
REGNA GRAVNOY, WHITE QUEEN
CHARACTER SOLO (WHITE METAL)

WARMACHINE

Scheduled to ship in December 2019.

RPR 77475....................................$9.99

ANHURIAN CAVALRY

RPR 44091....................................$4.99

BLOOD NEBULA MERCENARY

RPR 49017....................................$3.49

INFERNALS GRIEVER SWARM UNIT
(WHITE METAL)
PIP 38014...................................$44.99

BONES WRAITH DUELISTS (2)

RPR 77643....................................$5.99

BONES WRAITH LORD AND
BODYGUARD (2)

RPR 77642....................................$5.99

CHAOS TOAD BRAWLER

BONES WRAITH SLAYERS (2)

CHAOS TOAD SAVAGE

BONES ZOMBIE DRAGON

RPR 44097....................................$8.99

PIP 63013........................................... PI

RPR 77457..................................$12.99

BONES HILL GIANT
LOWLAND CHIEF

PIP 38021........................................... PI

DESTRUCTOTRON GUNNER
(RESIN AND WHITE METAL)

BONES FIRE GIANT HUNTSMAN
WITH HELL HOUND

RPR 44098....................................$4.99

DARK DWARF POUNDER

RPR 44010....................................$3.49

RPR 77641....................................$5.99

RPR 77466..................................$19.99

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

P3 PAINT

Scheduled to ship in November 2019.
RPR 97424................................$103.21

DARK ELF QUEEN ON THRONE

RPR 44090....................................$7.99

FERTILITY IDOL

RPR 44093....................................$5.99

JADE FIRE CHAMPION

RPR 44096....................................$3.49

HULLGRINDER PIRATE SHIP
FABRIC PLAYMAT (NEOPRENE)

PIP 63902........................................... PI

INFERNALS HOWLERS UNIT
(RESIN AND WHITE METAL)

PIP 38020...................................$79.99

JADE FIRE SPEARMAN

RPR 44094....................................$3.49
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RETRO ROLEPLAY

STEEL PLATE
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R4I 45033BP...............................$18.99
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FUTURE INDUSTRIAL

R4I 45110.....................................$9.99

NATURE

R4I 45106.....................................$9.99

DON’T LOOK BACK:
CONSPIRACY HORROR
ROLEPLAYING RPG (3RD ED)

You pierced the fade and uncovered the
truth. Can you expose the puppet masters
for what they are before they find you?
Terror is never far behind. Welcome
to a world of secret societies, psychic
phenomena, aliens, conspiracies, and
supernatural horror. Players take the roles
of characters who are trying to uncover
the truth, foil horrific plots, or simply get
away with their lives. They may even
be recruited to help one of the secret
societies fighting to save mankind. Can
you trust them? Can you trust anyone?
Can you even trust each other? Scheduled
to ship in November 2019.
CMG DLB33001..........................$39.95

WHITE

R4I 45003BP...............................$18.99

MARKET SQUARE

ROLE 4 INITIATIVE

R4I 45108.....................................$9.99

DRY-ERASE
DUNGEON TILE
BOOSTER PACKS

SPACESHIP

R4I 45109.....................................$9.99

R&R GAMES

Scheduled to ship in November 2019.

WIRE MESH

R4I 45043BP...............................$18.99

DUNGEON
DRESSING

Scheduled to ship in November 2019.

CORALIA

Off the coast of an ancient, half-sunken
pirate island, you are a marine biologist
working on the preservation of coral reefs.
With the aid of yourdiving robots, the
ROVs, you’ll try to discover unique and
special species amongthe reefs. During
your exploration, you might even uncover
long lost treasures. Place your ROVs wisely
and gather the best data, for greatness
awaits the most successful scientist on this
undersea mission!
RRG 343.....................................$39.99

EARTHTONE

R4I 45013BP...............................$18.99

THE DOCKS
GRAYSTONE

R4I 45023BP...............................$18.99

R4I 45107.....................................$9.99

GREAT VOYAGE

As adventurous young scientists, players
follow Humboldt’s great expedition routes
throughout the American continents.
Traveling in stages from one locale to
the next, they collect curious objects and
scientific data, shipping them backto select
patrons. Captivate the public opinion with
your discoveriesand experiences in your
quest to become the best explorer since
Humboldt himself!
RRG 370.....................................$39.99

SANGUINE
PRODUCTIONS

SPARTACUS
PUBLISHING

TAB CREATIONS

GANJIFA: INDIAN PLAYING CARDS

IRONCLAW RPG: THE
BOOK OF MONSTERS

ULTRA PRO
INTERNATIONAL

ULISSES-SPIELE

Luchador: Way of the Mask allows you
to take on the persona of a masked
wrestler of your own design and grapple
with the forces of evil. Champion the
common man in the battle against tyranny
and corruption! Foil the schemes of the
enigmatic Umbral Accord! Stare down
the horrors that lurk in the dark! What
are you waiting for?!? Live larger than
life! VIVA LA LUCHA! Scheduled to ship in
November 2019.
SUB 2005...................................$14.99

GT LUGGAGE
DECK BOXES

Scheduled to ship in October 2019.

STEAMFORGED GAMES

SKYBOUND
ENTERTAINMENT

THE DARK EYE: AVENTURIA
ADVENTURE CARD GAME INN OF THE BLACK BOAR

DARK SOULS:
EXPLORERS EXPANSION

Scheduled to ship in January 2020.
SFL DS-004.................................... PI

DARK SOULS:
IRON KEEP EXPANSION

Escape the Grasp of the Evil Count! Inn
of the Black Boar is a Dungeon Escape
adventure expansion for Aventuria: The
Adventure Card Game. The heroes are
relieved of their equipment and forced to
flee from the henchmen of the Count of
Gratenfels. They search for an exit from
the cellars and vaults under the Inn of
the Black Boar and fend off their enemies
with rusty daggers, shovels, and other
improvised weapons. Scheduled to ship in
November 2019.
ULI US25566E.............................$49.99

BLACK

UPI 15273........................................... PI

BLUE

UPI 15278........................................... PI

Scheduled to ship in January 2020.
SFL DS-005.................................... PI

VALOR & VILLAINY:
MINIONS OF MORDAK

Valor & Villainy: Minions of Mordak
is a 1 vs many fantasy RPG board
game. Playing off all the most
ridiculous tropes of the genre, V&V
casts one player as the nefarious
wizard Mordak and pits them against
the rest of the players who play as
noble heroes from the ‘Order without
Borders.’ The heroes must scour the
land for the source of Mordak’s power,
while Mordak gathers his power
and summons an army of monstrous
creatures, all culminating in an epic
showdown of good vs. evil. Scheduled
to ship in January 2020.
SKY 3772.............................. $60.00

THE DARK EYE: AVENTURIA
ADVENTURE CARD GAME RETURN TO THE INN OF THE
BLACK BOAR
NI NO KUNI II

The Kingdom of Ding Dong Dell has fallen,
usurped by Doloran, a man steeped in
evil. Evan Tildrum, former king of Ding
Dong Dell has decided to avoid conflict
and build a new kingdom for his people
to live in Evermore! For now, Evermore
is a dream, a hope of a bright future. To
make this dream a reality you must work
together to build it! Complete quests, gain
resources, win the citizens round and you
can build your perfect kingdom, where all
peoples can live in peace and harmony.
SFL SFNNK2-001................................. PI

Return to the Inn of the Black Boar is
an expansion box for Aventuria: Inn of
the Black Boar. It contains additional
Desperation Cards that allow you to
venture down into the caves under the Inn
with up to 6 heroes and introduces two
new enemy factions: Black Mages and
Undead! To play this game, you also need
the Aventuria Basic Box and the Aventuria:
Inn of the Black Boar box. Scheduled to
ship in November 2019.
ULI US25431E.............................$19.99

GREEN

UPI 15276........................................... PI

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

From the darkest of the hillside thickets to
the strangest of the blasted heaths come the
monsters! Enfraughten your Ironclaw game
with peril! Book of Monsters adds: Dozens
of new monsters, all rated and organized
by name (alphabetical, of course) and tier
(of deadliness); Environmental hazards,
from the merely odd to the decidedly
dangerous; New equipment made out of
monsters; An introductory adventure with
monsters! You will need the IRONCLAW
base role-playing game to use this book.
Scheduled to ship in November 2019.
SGP 1108...................................$34.95

LUCHADOR WAY OF THE MASK:
MASKED MEN OF MEXICO

GAMES

Ganjifa cards have been around for centuries
in India and Persia, but they are relatively new
to the West. Ganjifa cards are round playing
cards, numbered 1-10 with two face cards:
the Raja (King) and the Vizier (Minister). There
are 8 suits in the Mughal version which makes
96 cards in all. Our face cards are lavishly
illustrated with all designs based on historic
decks from the 16th century. This is a great time
to get an unusual and rare set of cards that is the
first general printing in the US since the 1950’s.
Scheduled to ship in November 2019.
TAB 0001.......................................... $14.99

PURPLE

UPI 15277........................................... PI
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UPI 15275........................................... PI
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UPI 15274........................................... PI

LITTLE GREY ALIENS 5E
MARCH OF THE ANTS:
EMPIRES OF THE EARTH

MAGIC THE GATHERING: JANUARY RELEASE

Scheduled to ship in December 2019.
DECK PROTECTOR SLEEVES (100) CARD BACK UPI 18223
PI
DECK PROTECTOR SLEEVES (100) V1 UPI 18220
PI
PI
DECK PROTECTOR SLEEVES (100) V2 UPI 18221
DECK PROTECTOR SLEEVES (100) V3 UPI 18222
PI
PLAY MAT 6’ UPI 18235	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������PI
PLAY MAT 8’ UPI 18236	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������PI
PLAY MAT V1 UPI 18228	�����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������PI
PLAY MAT V2 UPI 18229	�����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������PI
PLAY MAT V3 UPI 18230	�����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������PI
PLAY MAT V4 UPI 18231	�����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������PI
PLAY MAT V5 UPI 18232	�����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������PI
PLAY MAT V6 UPI 18233	�����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������PI
PRO-BINDER UPI 18234	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������PI
PRO 100+ DECK BOXES V1 UPI 18225	��������������������������������������������������������������������PI
PRO 100+ DECK BOXES V2 UPI 18226	��������������������������������������������������������������������PI
PRO 100+ DECK BOXES V3 UPI 18227	��������������������������������������������������������������������PI
WALL SCROLL V1 UPI 18237	�����������������������������������������������������������������������������������PI
WALL SCROLL V2 UPI 18238	�����������������������������������������������������������������������������������PI
WALL SCROLL V3 UPI 18239	�����������������������������������������������������������������������������������PI

Empires of the Earth is the 2nd expansion
for March of the Ants. Craft your nests
strategy from the 1st turn with starting
Mutations. Fill your Chambers with Eggs to
unlock powerful recurring abilites. Follow
the Queens Decrees to earn glory for your
colony! With 90 new cards this expansion
brings the Meadow to a new level.
Scheduled to ship in November 2019.
WCG 05.....................................$20.00

Little Grey Aliens 5e brings these stranger
visitors to your 5e campaign with: The
Greys as a playable race with stats,
culture, history, and how to integrate them
into your game. The strange advanced
technology of the Greys, wield a disk
beamer, protect yourself with a phase
induced field generator, heal with the
autodoc, or use the apps on your datapad.
A hundred entry trinket table suitable to
Little Grey Aliens and other sci-fi or
science fantasy games. Scheduled to ship
in November 2019.
WNG 0523.................................$12.99

WHY NOT GAMES

VAN RYDER GAMES
ROCKET AGE 5E
CATURDAY: CATOPIA PRIME

FRONTIER WARS

Frontier Wars is an area control and hand
management war game where players
take control of one of four different factions
(US, Russia, Germany, and England) in
an alternate history take on World War
II. Players will vie for domination on the
military front or win a more subversively
victory by focusing on researching their
own Doomsday Weapon. With 100
miniatures and 90 cards in the base
game, and even more in the expansion,
theres plenty of game to support conflicts
for years to come. Scheduled to ship in
November 2019.
VRG FRW....................................$59.99

FRONTIER WARS:
FRANCE/JAPAN EXPANSION

Frontier Wars: Expansion France/Japan
brings two very different factions - Japan
and France - into Frontier Wars, while
also allow for games with up to six
players. This expansion also includes a
new type of tile (double tiles) and new
additional scenarios. Scheduled to ship in
November 2019.
VRG FRWE..................................$29.99

Catopia Prime brings you the one
thing that your campaign needs:
Space Cats! Specifically the Caturday,
anthropomorphic cat people, and not just
all the rules and cultural background you
need to play them. Now, Catopia Prime
also brings you an entire system to explore
from its star Katze to the outermost orbit of
Paches. The focus of the system is Catopia
Prime, homeworld of the Caturday and
center of their expanding hold on the
regions. Venture into the Katze system to
discover: The hot humid jungles of Shlo
where the wealthy travel to vacation in
the tropical splendor or risk their lives
hunting the planets many deadly lifeforms.
Scheduled to ship in November 2019.
WNG 0520.................................$14.99

ROCKET AGE: NON-STOP TO JUPITER

Welcome to the 1938 that should have
been and the Solar System that never was!
Rocket Age 5e brings the radium punk
sci-fi of Rocket Age to the same engine
that drives the most popular fantasy roleplaying game. Discover the secret Nazi
research base on Mercury, explore the
jungles of Venus, delve into the ancient
ruins of Mars, and fly the strange moons
of Jupiter or even the sky islands of the
king of gas giants. Fight with or work for
one of many organizations active across
the Solar System. Plus rules for space
travel, gravity, bizarre alien environments,
diseases, poisons, and so much more.
Scheduled to ship in November 2019.
WNG 0522.................................$59.99

In this exciting sequel to Rocket Racers, our
heroes join the Rocket Racing Circuit and
compete in the running of the grand Solar Cup
finals! Modify your stock rocket ship, jostle with
rivals, and launch off on an endurance race
from the Indianapolis Rocket Port to the orbit of
Jupiter. It promises to be a thrilling race this year,
especially as the Ghost Racer has been defeated.
In addition to a pulse pounding adventure, NonStop to Jupiter offers new creatures native to the
alien skies of Jupiter, new rocket racers, and the
experimental equipment trait. Scheduled to ship
in November 2019.
WNG 0521.......................................... $12.99

WIZARDS OF THE COAST
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DUNGEONS & DRAGONS
RPG: EBERRON - RISING
FROM THE LAST WAR
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Will Eberron enter a prosperous
new age or will the shadow
of war descend once again?
Dive straight into your pulp
adventures with easy-to-use
locations, complete with maps
of floating castles, skyscrapers,
and more. Meld magic and
invention to craft objects of
wonder as an artificerthe first
official class to be released
for fifth edition D&D since the
Player’s Handbook. Explore
16 new race/subrace options
including dragonmarks, which
magically transform certain members of the races in the Player’s Handbook.
WOC C72540000..................................................................... $49.95

MARVEL HEROCLIX:
CAPTAIN AMERICA
AND THE AVENGERS
BOOSTER BRICK

The mantle of Captain
America serves as one of the
driving forces against evil in
many forms. Whether it’s been
Steve Rogers, Peggy Carter,
Isaiah Bradley, or others,
they’ve been a demonstration
of good people refusing to
tolerate injustice or cruelty.
This 5-figure booster release
features many fan-favorite
sub-themes like the Avengers,
Thunderbolts,
S.H.I.E.L.D.,
Stark Industries, and the
Masters of Evil, as well as
the return of ClixFX bases
included with Chases figures
and Shifting Focus feature
Iron Man. Scheduled to ship in February 2020.
WZK 73971............................................................................ $129.90

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS
RPG: EBERRON - RISING
FROM THE LAST WAR
ALTERNATE COVER (LE)

Explore the lands of Eberron in
this campaign sourcebook for
the world’s greatest roleplaying
game. This book provides
everything players and Dungeon
Masters need to play Dungeons &
Dragons in Eberron, a war-torn
world filled with magic-fueled
technology, airships and lightning
trains,
where
noir-inspired
mystery meets swashbuckling
adventure. Explore 16 new
race/subrace options including
dragonmarks, which magically
transform certain members of the races in the Player’s Handbook. Confront
horrific monsters born from the worlds devastating wars.
WOC C72870000..................................................................... $49.95

WIZKIDS/NECA

CORALINE: BEWARE
THE OTHER MOTHER

Now, you can bring this iconic story to your
tabletop! Players assume the roles of the Ghost
Children who were captured by the Beldam
(the Other Mother). Now they are trying to free
Coraline and her parents from the Beldam’s
evil clutches. They will confront Mr. Bobinsky
and his jumping mouse circus, fend off the
Other Father on his mantis tractor, wrestle the
pearl ring from Miss Spink and Miss Forcible,
and steal the Skeleton Key and Snow Globe to
ultimately set Coraline free. Scheduled to ship
in December 2019.
WZK 49565	�������������������������������������$19.99

MARVEL HEROCLIX: CAPTAIN AMERICA AND THE AVENGERS
DICE AND TOKEN PACK

The Marvel HeroClix: Captain America and the Avengers Dice and Token
Pack contains 2 custom dice featuring a special Avengers/Captain America
icon to celebrate the release of the Marvel HeroClix: Captain America and
the Avengers Booster Brick! Scheduled to ship in February 2020.
WZK 73974................................................................................ $9.99

MARVEL HEROCLIX:
CAPTAIN AMERICA AND THE
AVENGERS FAST FORCES

Celebrate the release of Marvel
HeroClix: Captain America and
the Avengers with a new Fast
Forces set featuring characters
of Avengers and Living Legends
representing the lineage of Captain
America and Citizen V. Look for
Captain America, Isaiah Bradley,
Citizen V, Hawkeye, Iron Man,
and Winter Soldier in this exciting
new Fast Forces release. Once a
player already has a Starter Set, a
Fast Forces is a great way for them
to construct a thematic team and
build their collection! Scheduled to ship in February 2020.
WZK 73972.............................................................................. $16.99

MARVEL HEROCLIX: FANTASTIC
FOUR COSMIC CLASH STARTER
SET (6-FIGURE STARTER SET)

Scheduled to ship in January 2020.
WZK 73962............................. $34.99

Scheduled to ship in December 2019.

WZK 74204	���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$39.99

MEDIEVAL FARMER

WZK 74203	����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$39.99

YY CARD WORLD
CARDFIGHT VANGUARD TCG:
THE MYSTERIOUS FORTUNE

NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in
full displays. Please contact your retailer
for availability.
YCW VGEVEB10................................. PI

Z-MAN GAMES
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WIZKIDS 4D ENVIRONMENTS

TERRA MYSTICA: MERCHANTS
OF THE SEAS EXPANSION

Construct a shipyard, set sail, and extend your
claim to distant lands. Use the ships you build
to trade with other players for mutual rewards,
or set a course to terraform areas beyond
the horizon. Plus, new Favor tiles, Scoring
tiles, Town tiles, and Bonus cards add even
more strategic choices. Scheduled to ship in
December 2019.
ZMG ZM7244................................... $49.99
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